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SME perceptions of the independent review and accounting skills
on bank financing: South African perspective
Abstract
Access to bank financing is regularly rated as one of the biggest obstacles to SME sustainability. With the introduction of
the independent review as an alternative to the statutory audit, banks may have inevitably lost their risk assessment reassurance that audits provided. Previous research found that banks have adjusted to this situation by no longer insisting on
audited financial statements. The research undertaken in this study aims to, firstly, investigate SME owner/managers’
perceptions about what banks require when assessing bank loan applications; and, secondly, to gauge SME
owner/manager’s attitudes towards the value they perceive accounting may contribute to their sustainability. It was found
from an SME perspective, that although an independent review is the current way to go, many SME owner/managers
consider their own accounting skills, as the language of business, to be lacking. This could potentially have repercussions
in inadvertently promoting further asymmetric financial information, and thereby limiting successes in obtaining finance.
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Introduction 
Ask any business owner why he/she is in business,
and you are likely to hear a hearty rendition of
“Money makes the world go round”, as in the
Broadway musical Cabaret (Kander, 1965). For
many small and medium enterprises (SMEs) around
the world, no words ring more true. The plight of
SMEs globally to attain and achieve sustainability is
a much-explored topic and is often regarded as the
entrepreneurial domain of the world economy
(GEM, 2014). However, to make their world go
around, SMEs do need money (as per the Kander
reference above). This need is corroborated by
Ayyagari et al. (2012) and Beck et al. (2005) who all
consider SMEs’ sustainability to be unequivocally
concomitant to their ability to access adequate
finance. Mills and McCarthy (2014) are of the opinion that bank loans have traditionally been important to SMEs. Unfortunately, banks have also historically regarded SMEs as potentially high-risk clients
(Haynes et al., 1999), and historically would have
been subjected to a rigorous risk assessment process.
This process, more often than not, led to banks requiring audited financial statements from SMEs
(SAICA, 2010).
A problematic situation arose in the contemporary
South African business environment, with the
advent of the new Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008
 Francois Coetzee, Pieter W. Buys, 2017.
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(hereafter the Act). Before the implementation of
the new Act, SMEs (trading in a company format)
had no option but to undergo an annual statutory
audit. With the abolishment of the statutory audit
requirement for qualifying entities, audited financial statements are no longer required. As such, a
new era has seen the light in South Africa, which
effectively allows qualifying entities to choose
between either i) an independent review or ii) a
conventional audit. Griffin (2014) explains that an
audit is done in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, whereas an independent
review is done in terms of the standards for accounting and review engagements. As such, the
objective of an audit is to offer reasonable assurance that the financial statements as a whole are
fairly presented. An independent review does not
attempt to offer such an assurance, but only offers
a limited assurance that no material issues were
identified during the review procedures undertaken. The concern is, therefore, whether the SME
that chooses not to follow the conventional audit
route may run into problems when trying to access
bank finance, since banks may not be keen to base
their risk assessments on a limited assurance rather than a reasonable assurance.
Building on the above, according to Fatoki and
Garwe (2010), the inaccessibility of finance opportunities is second only to (accounting) education and training when evaluating the reasons for
low SME sustainability. Rajaram (2008) concurs
and found that the lack of accounting skills is a
contributing factor to the poor performance of
SMEs in South Africa, and he postulates that possessing a basic accounting skill set may augment
sustainability and profitability within the SME
sector, to the extent that access to financing may
become less arduous.
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1. Literature review
1.1. Perspectives on small and medium enterprises. 1.1.1. Background. Different economies
and institutions have different perspectives of the
business characteristics applicable to an SME. Typically, however, Malhotra et al. (2007) refer to
SMEs as independent business entities that have an
owner/manager structure, while Mahembe (2011)
also brings the number of employees and financial
size aspects into the equation. In a South African
survey by FinMark (2010), SMEs were defined as
privately-held business entities that, among others,
employ fewer than 200 employees and have a turnover of less than ZAR50 million1. For the purpose
of this paper, therefore, SMEs are defined as business entities that fall within the criteria of the FinMark definition.
SMEs are globally considered to be important economic contributors that play an important role in
terms of job creation and stimulating economic
growth (The Business Place, 2009). SMEs, locally
in South Africa and internationally, seem to have a
positive pattern of involvement in economies, as is
illustrated in the table below.
Table 1. SME economic relevance
Country

GDP
Employment creation as
contribution % of domestic workforce

Japan (Robu, 2013)

60%

European Union (Robu, 2013)

52%

69%
66%

United Kingdom (FSB, 2016)

47%

60%

Canada (Industry Canada, 2013)

41%

70%

USA (Robu, 2013)

65%

58%

South Africa (Abor and Quartey, 2010)

57%

61%

Seen in light of the above, a thriving SME economic sector should inadvertently contribute tremendously to a thriving local economy, which, in
turn, should positively affect society in general. It
is, therefore, of vital importance that SMEs be
equipped and empowered as proficiently and expediently as possible.
1.1.2. The importance of bank finance. As far
back as 2004, Nieuwenhuizen and Groenewald
(2004) claimed that the main obstacle to South
African SME sustainability was accessing
bank financing. What makes this even more significant is that these claims were made before
the credit crunch of 2008. According to the European Union (2013), the current economic environment has brought the plight of the SME, concerning ever tightening credit accessibility, to the
forefront again.

1

ZAR being South African rand and the local currency. At the time of
writing, the exchange rate was approximately U$1 = ZAR13.60.
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The NFIB (2012) reported that more than 85% of
SMEs used bank finance in one form or another.
Furthermore, according to the European Union
(2013) and the Office of Advocacy (2014), SME
bank financing is used for various reasons, including i) as start-up business financing, ii) working
capital purposes such as inventory acquisition and
cash position strengthening, and iii) expanding
business operations inclusive of property, plant and
equipment acquisitions. The European Commission, in collaboration with the European Central
Bank, conducted research on the access to finance
of SMEs in the European Union (European Commission, 2008) and published the following:
 Access to finance was the second biggest obstacle
experienced by SMEs, after finding customers.
 Banks were the most frequently used source of
external financing.
 Bank loans comprised 85% of all loans issued
during the period of the research.
 Bank finance was typically in the form of overdrafts, equipment financing and bank loans.
 SME owner/managers considered financing
from banks as difficult to access.
 Approximately one third of SMEs did not receive the financing they had planned for.
From a more locally South African perspective,
research conducted by Mazanai and Fatoki (2012),
Mahembe (2011) and Turner et al. (2008) found
that South African SMEs considered access to
financing as a significant obstacle to the sustainability of their businesses, and that only between
25 and 30% of bank finance applications are eventually successful.
A reason why SME accessibility to funding has
become such a conundrum seems to have become a
matter of perception. On the one hand, the bankers
are adamant that SMEs and regulators are to blame
for the funding problems being experienced, while,
on the other hand, the SMEs blame i) banks for
unachievable collateral requirements and ii) regulators for effectively forcing banks to make loans
more difficult to get (Wiersch and Shane, 2013).
This is echoed by Wignaraja and Jinjarak (2015)
who approximate that 60% of SMEs worldwide are
financially inhibited by funding constraints and
Dalberg (2014) who estimates that 75% of new
SMEs that apply for bank finance are rejected.
With banks being more risk averse since the 2008
financial crisis, assessing the creditworthiness of
SMEs has become even more important. This is,
however, no mean feat, as information asymmetry
becomes an ever-increasing obstacle. Many SMEs
have inadequate financial systems allowing banks
no transparency as to the true financial position of
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the business (Mills and McCarthy, 2014). Whether
one likes to admit it or not, the fact that banks are
confronted with extensive banking regulations and
statutory oversight is not by their own choice. Taking the above findings slightly further, Nieman and
Neuwenhuizen (2009) found that start-up SMEs
fail within the first two years due to i) the inaccessibility to bank funding, and ii) cashflow problems
attributable to a lack of financial management
skills. More recent research by Turton and Herrington (2012) confirms this when they found that the
two main contributing factors to the poor performance of SMEs in South Africa are i) accessibility
to funding and ii) poor management skills.
1.1.3. The accounting conundrum. Kesseven (2012)
raises the point that there are both external and
internal factors that may contribute to SME sustainability. Although external factors are typically
uncontrollable by the SME, they may have more
control over internal factors such as organizational,
management and financial abilities, which, in turn,
may directly contribute to an SMEs’ ability to convince banks of their sustainability.
Some of the world’s most renowned and successful
businessmen and entrepreneurs acknowledge that
they regard accounting methodologies and principles as key contributors to their success, as illustrated by the following quotes:
“Obviously, you have to know accounting. It’s the
language of practical business life…” (Munger, 1994).
“You have to understand accounting and you have to
understand the nuances of accounting. It’s the language of business...” (Buffet and Clark, 2008).
Why does the metaphor of accounting being the language of business hold such significance? Bloomberg
and Noyes (2008) explain by drawing a very insightful
parallel between accounting and language:
“People communicate through written natural languages by selecting words from a standard vocabulary,
combining them in meaningful ways …”
“People communicate through accounting reports
by selecting accounts from a standard vocabulary,
combining them in meaningful ways …”
Keeping the above in mind, accounting therefore
needs to be able to, in a meaningful manner,
communicate aspects that factually portray the
economic realities of the business entity. Nevertheless, Haron et al. (2013), as well Sian and Roberts (2009), found that SME owner/managers
seldom have any formal training in accounting
and are subsequently often perplexed by the complexity of accounting reports. This lack of knowledge concerning the basic principles and nuances

of accounting mostly translates into a misguided
notion that accounting has no value to add. Because the SME lacks accounting knowledge, it is
often disregarded in the business. It is this combination of inadequate accounting communication
skills, which, according to Chimucheka and Rungani (2011), exacerbates the sustainability challenges already facing SMEs.
SMEs, however, are dependent on bank financing,
and banks, in turn, rely heavily on financial information in their lending evaluation process. With
banks already reluctant to take risks in the SME
financing space, providing asymmetric information
will not aid the cause. Various research projects
conducted by Haron et al. (2013), Amidu et al.
(2011) and Osuala (2009) support assertions that
some level of accounting sophistication can provide a level of mitigation in convincing finance
providers of management savvy present within the
entity and, therefore, can also reduce risk levels
specific to such an entity. We can consequently
infer that an SME’s probability of accessing bank
financing will increase, if management has a better
understanding of accounting principles and its value added to the business itself.
2. Research objectives and method
When assessing a loan application, banks will undoubtedly require some kind of financial statement
from the SME in order to evaluate potential associated risks. Unless the SME can provide such financial statements, banks may mitigate their risk
by either rejecting the application or by tightening
the terms of the loan agreement (Dalberg, 2014).
With audited SME financial statements potentially
no longer required when applying for bank finance,
the question becomes what SMEs can do to negate
the banks’ high-risk perception. Therefore, in order
to empower SMEs, this article will, as its first research problem, investigate whether SME managers/owners agree with the premise of the Act that
audited financial statements no longer hold any
advantage to SMEs in applying for bank finance.
Furthermore, as a related second research problem, the article will also consider the perception of
SME manager/owners as to their own accounting
prowess in their battle for sustainability.
An empirical survey investigates the two objectives in mind, namely i) the experiences and attitudes of SME owner/managers regarding the necessity of audited financial statements in obtaining bank finance, and ii) the SME owners/managers’ perception of their own accounting
skill set and the value of accounting knowledge
within their own contexts. Finally, some concluding remarks will also be provided.
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In terms of the research approach used, this study is
based on a tabulated questionnaire completed during
interviews with the manager/owners of participating
SMEs, in which section 1 was in a Likert 5 point,
strongly agree-strongly disagree format, while section
2 was an in-depth personal interview format. The format and questions of the Likert scale and questionnaires were drawn from similar surveys that were previously conducted during SME access to finance research (European Union, 2013; Ackah and Vuvor,
2011; European Commission, 2009; Mutezo, 2005).
The questionnaires were slightly adapted to better target and analyze topics pertinent to this study.
To undertake the empirical study, a qualitative
research approach, using convenience sampling,
has been employed. Convenience sampling is considered an appropriate approach when a targeted,
identifiable population is available, and when
time, resources and respondent availability are
potential issues in the sampling and interview
process (Baumberg, 2012). Both Adler and Adler
(2012) and Warren (2002) are of the opinion that
a (interview-based) qualitative sample size should
be approximately 30 interviewees. Baumberg
(2012) and Brannen (2012), however, argue that
more interviews are necessary and suggest that
there should be approximately 40 interviews. Ragin (2012) again is of the opinion that a more appropriate number of interviews is 50, whereas
Gerson and Horowitz (2002) consider 60 interviews to be adequate to draw convincing conclusions. In this specific study, therefore, the SME
database of a (registered) external auditing firm
with a national footprint was used as the targeted
population from which the sample was drawn. A
sample of 60 participants from various parts in
South Africa and from various industries was selected. The only common denominator is that all
participants are considered SMEs per the applied
SME definition (see below).

Before taking a closer look at the research results
of this study, it is important to be cognisant of the
fact that these results are based on perceptions.
The information gleaned from the SME owner/managers has not been tested with concrete
empirical, right-or-wrong test criteria. Instead, the
information is based on what the SMEs perceived
their experiences to be. For example, when asked
what their perceived knowledge of accounting
was, the answers were recorded as what they believed the reality to be. A test was not administered to prove their perceptions right or wrong. To
ensure the reliability of the questionnaires, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated. The questionnaires
testing for the first objective had a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.754, and as this is higher than 0.7, the
questionnaire was accepted as reliable. The questionnaires testing for the second objective had a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.742, and as this is also
higher than 0.7, the questionnaire was also accepted as reliable.
3. Empirical results
As indicated earlier, the first objective of this
analysis is to examine the extent to which SME
manager/owners agree with the supposition that
audited financial statements are not essential in
obtaining bank finance anymore. With the everincreasing sophistication of accounting requirements for financial statements, the second objective focusses on the views of the SME manager/owners regarding their own accounting skill
sets and their perceived value of accounting to
their business.
Firstly, in terms of demographics, Figure 1 below
indicates the geographic distribution of the participants across the South African provinces, while
Figure 2 indicates the spread of participants as per
their industry sector.
Free State
17%

Gauteng
43%

Northwest
Eastern Cape

Gauteng
Limpopo

Northwest
25%

Western Cape
7%
Eastern Cape
1%
Limpopo
2%
KwaZulu Natal
3%
Mpumalanga
2%

Free State
KwaZulu Natal

Fig. 1. Participant geographic demographics
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It can therrefore be seeen that thee participantts are
spread widdely across both
b
the couuntry and diiverse
industries. The commoon denominator betweenn the
participantss is only thee fact that thhey are all SMEs.
Secondly, in
i terms of the
t detailed requirements
r
s pertinent to thhis study, thhe questionnnaires were strucs
tured in suuch a mannerr to glean thee following pertinent inform
mation:

Type of Financing
used

What typess of finance are used?
O
Other

The figure below
w indicates tthe most com
mmonly usedd
typees of finance that SMEs rrely on.
Thee research found
f
that overdrafts (95%) andd
and
equipm
prop
perty, plant
ment (or assset) financee
(68..33%) are thhe most com
mmonly useed financingg
structures. Otheer financingg options (5%
%) includedd
bank
k guaranteess issued on bbehalf of SM
MEs.
Wha
at informattion do thee banks req
quire when
n
appllying for finance?

5

PPE

68

Overdraaft

Overddraft
0

20

60

40

800

95

PPE

100

Other

% of Responddents

% of Respondents

Fig. 3. Popu
ularity of finan
ncing options

88

77

100

95

13
0
Banks Require
Auditted
Financcial
Statem
ments

Bankks Require
Indeependently
Reeviewed
Fiinancial
Staatements

Banks Requiree
B
Latest
Management
Statements

Banks Reqquire
Suretyy

Bannk requiremennts

Fig. 4. In
nformation req
quirements

These resullts corroboratte the premisee of the Act in
i that
audited (historical) finaancial statem
ments are of lesser
importance in gauging SMEs’
S
futuree sustainabilitty and
South Africcan banks (shhould) no loonger insist on
o audited financcial statemennts when assessing SME bank
loan applicaations. Only 13% of particcipants were of the

opin
nion that bankks still requirre audited fin
nancial state-men
nts from them
m. These paarticipants, however,
h
aree
entitties (e.g., finaancial servicees) that are req
quired by thee
Act to have auddits done due to their pu
ublic interestt
scorres. Their oppinion of needing auditted financiall
stateements may, thus, have bbeen tainted, as they havee
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to supply auudited financial statementss by default due
d to
other legal requirements
r
, rather than due to a speecific
request from
m the bank. Furthermore, 77% of paarticipants were of
o the opinionn that indepeendently revieewed
financial staatements werre sufficient, while interesstingly, as muchh as 88% of participants perceived
p
cuurrent
managemennt statements of importannce, and 95%
% of
participants perceived thhat availabiliity of surety was
regarded as important.
t SMEs’ perceptions
p
nderWhat are the
of their un
standing off basic accou
unting princiiples?
The figure below show
ws the perceptions of SME
S
owner/manaagers as to thheir accountiing skill sets..

Although managgers admitteed that they lack basic
accounting skillss, and wouldd have preferred having
an ad
dequate accoounting skilll set, only 52
2% actually
envissaged using accounting more constrructively in
theirr day-to-day operations. T
The majority
y of managers regard accounnting as a tool to adhere to statutory
r
tax requirements
(100%) andd as a requireement when
bank
k financing iss required (95%).
Do SMEs
S
believve accountin
ng is beneficcial to their
susta
ainability effforts?
In teerms of the perceived ccontribution accounting
makees to SME
E sustainabillity, the fig
gure below
preseents the folloowing findinggs.

Accountting
proficieent
17%
%

15
Not
accounting
proficient
60%

11

34

Neutraal
23%

No Contributtion
Neutral

Fig. 5. Perceptions on accountingg efficiency

The researcch found thaat only 17%
% of SME owno
er/managerss were confiident that thhey had adeqquate
knowledge of accountiing principlees. The reseearch
further founnd that 60% of managers were of thee opinion that thhey had little to no underrstanding of basic
b
accounting principles,
p
w 23% beinng unsure of their
with
basic accounnting knowleedge. It wouldd be reasonabble to
assume thatt those SMEss that were unsure
u
of theiir act
counting prooficiency werre a closer coorrelation to those
admitting too a lack of accounting
a
prroficiency thaan to
those SMEss that were confident off their accounnting
proficiency. For the sakke of argumeent, therefore,, this
means that a large majoority of SME
E owner/manaagers
are of the opinion
o
that they are not proficient inn the
understandinng of basic acccounting prinnciples.
What are the
t SMEs’ views
v
on the importancce of
accounting?
In terms off perceived importance,
i
the figure below
presents thee following findings.
f
A necessary
n
Evil

18

Imporrtant for Bank
F
Funding
Impo
ortant for Tax
P
Purposes
Importantt for Business
Management

95
100
52
0

1
100

2000

Fig. 6. Peerceptions on the
t importancee of accountingg

56

45

22nd Qtr
P
Positive
Contrribution

Fig. 7. Percep
ptions on accou
unting contribu
ution to
sustainabiility

The research fouund that outt of 60 partticipants, 15
(25%
%) felt accounnting had no contribution to make. Of
the remaining
r
45 participants,, as much as 34 (56.7%)
weree positive about the valuue that accou
unting could
add to
t their sustaiinability, whiile 11 (18.3%
%) were neutral in
i their view
w concerning the attributab
ble value of
accou
unting. If vieewed as SME
Es that are eith
ther negative
or no
ot negative toowards accounnting, one fin
nds that 75%
of SM
MEs are not negative tow
wards the potential inputs
accou
unting may have
h
in their business and
d subsequent
sustaainability. Thhis correspondds with reseaarch done by
Chim
mucheka and Rungani (2011) among SMMEs in
East London, Soouth Africa, w
who found that
t
73% of
particcipants were of the opinioon that a lack
k of financial
manaagement skillls was a threaat to their susttainability.
Corrrelations gleaaned from th
he research
Speaarman’s rho correlations were extrapolated from
the data
d
gatheredd from the qquestionnairees. According to
t Cohen (19988), correlaations, positiive or negative, that are betw
ween 0.10 annd 0.29, indicate a small
effecct. Correlatioons from 0.30 to 0.49 indicate a
mediium effect and
a correlatiions from 0.50
0
and up
indiccate a large effect.
e
Althouugh various correlations
with low, mediuum and largee statistically
y significant
h more releeffeccts were calcculated, onlyy a few with
vant and statisticcally larger eeffects will be
b discussed
furth
her. The following Spearrman’s rho correlations
are especially
e
perrtinent:
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Table 2. Spearman’s rho correlations
Understanding Importance of Accounting is a
accounting
accounting necessary evil

Spearman’s rho
Understanding
accounting

Correlation
coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Importance of
accounting

Correlation
coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.545**
.000
60

1.000

Accounting is a
necessary evil

Correlation
coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

-.447**
.000
60

-.595**
.000
60

1.000

Accounting is
valuable for
management
purposes

Correlation
coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.547**
.000
60

.804**
.000
60

-.490**
.000
60

1.000
60

60

60

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The table above indicates the following:
 SME owner/managers who have a basic understanding of accounting are also convinced of the
importance of accounting to their business sustainability (r = 0.545; large effect).
 SME owner/managers who have a basic understanding of accounting are also convinced that
accounting can play an important management
role in their business (r = 0.547; large effect).
 SME owner/managers who do not understand
accounting have a negative correlation to the
view on the importance of accounting and think
that accounting is nothing more than a necessary
evil (r = -0.447); they also do not believe accounting is important for business sustainability
(r = -0.595; large effect) or that accounting can
contribute to business management (r = -0.490;
medium effect).
 Those SME owners who understand the importance of accounting also believe that accounting
can have a valuable contribution as a management tool (r = 0.804; large effect).
Conclusion
The literature study undertaken brought to the forefront the dilemma the new Act has created for South
African SMEs between choosing an expensive audit
or a cheaper independent review alternative, perhaps
at the peril of sacrificing a bank’s goodwill. The
purpose of this research was to investigate whether
the local SMEs have embraced the independent review, and whether they consider accounting knowledge and skills to be potentially conducive in their

sustainability quests. After closer analysis of the
research data, we can draw various conclusions pertaining to the research problems, including:
 From a South African point of view, audits for
SMEs seem to have made the extinction list and
SMEs may actually prefer the independent review route, because it is more cost effective and
has less of an administrative burden.
 The research further confirms that many South
African SME owners/managers do not regard
themselves as accounting literate and that they regard themselves as being on the lower end of the
scale of knowledge of basic accounting principles.
 The research further confirms that South African
SME owner/managers are divided on the value
accounting can offer their business; with 52%
seeing the daily operational value of accounting
to their business and only 18% seeing no value
whatsoever. If one considers that 83% of owner/managers perceived that they did not have
sufficient knowledge of accounting, one may infer that, although 52% would have liked to use
accounting in their business, they cannot and
therefore will not, because they simply lack the
necessary accounting insights.
The research brings some insight into the muchspeculated topic of the value of audited financial
statements to SMEs in terms of the loan application
processes. What the research has also brought to light
is that SMEs do not have to be cannon fodder when
applying for loans. By augmenting their business environment with basic accounting skills, they can potentially improve their chances of favorable loan applications while simultaneously increasing their chances at
sustainability. It was earlier indicated that SMEs are a
very important part of global economic progress. There
is no doubt that SMEs face many challenges on a dayto-day basis, and that we should regard the acumen
SMEs demonstrate year in and year out with high regard. However, there are areas of business where
SMEs need to step up and show their resilience. They
need to consider improving their accounting skill sets.
They need to learn the language of business.
In terms of limitations and future research arising from
this research, one could include the evaluation of
whether an improvement in accounting skill sets will
i) improve the loan approval rate of SMEs and ii) improve the sustainability of SMEs. Further research may
also be required as to what basic accounting skills are
necessary to constitute being proficient in accounting
in terms of SME sustainability requirements.
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